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The relic wrapped a body! 

 

It's Ye Chen! 

 

"Ye Chen?" 

 

Qiu Shengming was also stunned by the scene in front of him. He saw a human shadow slowly coming 

out of the place covered by the burning golden awn. It was Ye Chen. 

 

"Strange... I didn't have anything?" 

 

Ye Chen murmured to himself. In the last fierce battle, he once again fought with the wisp of truth 

manifested by Jiuyou and died together. 

 

Just then, another shadow appeared! 

 

"You are..." looking at the virtual shadow manifested in the void, it is the person he buried in front of 

Leiyin temple. 

 

"Hahaha, little guy, we met a long time ago!" 

 

The middle-aged man in the virtual shadow laughed, and his face became apparent again, turning into 

the gray Abbot in front of Leiyin temple. 

 

"It's you!" 



 

"Yes, it's me!" Just when ye Chen was surprised, the virtual shadow was surging with light again. This 

time, a cry of surprise came from the corner. 

 

Ye Chen followed the reputation and was the Lord of the nine fire temple, Feng Wu, who had previously 

joined all the people in the Xuan demon domain! 

 

At this time, her eyebrows cracked, her spirit was extremely unstable, and her serious injury was almost 

falling. 

 

But Feng dance recognized the grey abbot and said excitedly, "see Emperor Yan of nine days!" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, and never thought that the grey Abbot was the founder of the nine fire temple, 

the nine heaven Yan Emperor! 

 

"Alas..." 

 

The figure of the grey clothes Abbot stared and blinked, which was to see through everything of Feng 

dance. With a wave of his arm, he said: 

 

"The third life body is broken, and finally your Qi machine is completely erased!" 

 

"I expected that Jiuyou also thought that you had fallen and would not find your existence in the 

future..." 

 

Ye Chen was silent when he heard the words. Something must have happened in the future. 

Unexpectedly, it attracted countless ancient powers. He did not hesitate to participate in the 

reincarnation and paid the price of his life to cover up his Qi. 

 

Ye Chen guessed something and looked up and asked directly; "Elder, that is to say, you are the nine 

heaven Yan Emperor who disappeared from the nine fire temple, and you have not disappeared!" 

 



"Sort of..." 

 

"But there is still a body that is imprisoned, in that nothingness!" 

 

Yan Emperor Xu Ying smiled and responded. 

 

"Is it the ghost of Jiuyou?" 

 

Ye Chen asked, but he didn't get a response. 

 

Now he is too weak, even a dark breath is so difficult, just spell both fall. 

 

"Ye Chen, are you willing to worship me as a teacher?" 

 

It seemed that he saw Ye Chen's depression, and Yan Emperor Xu Ying said in a positive tone. 

 

"Worship!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly shivered in his heart. Although he met the Yan Emperor in front of him only a few 

times, he suddenly met the third body of the nine day Yan Emperor, who also had an indissoluble bond 

with him. 

 

The female emperor of the blood Phoenix family suddenly said, "you won't refuse." 

 

"If you refuse, you are really a fool." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, and she made up her mind, saying: 

 

"Apprentice Ye Chen, meet the master!" 



 

In the distance, Qiu Shengming's eyes looking at Ye Chen are also full of envy, while Feng dance on the 

side is instantly dull. 

 

The nine heaven Yan Emperor has a deep relationship with the nine fire temple. Although he is not a 

blood Phoenix, he silently guarded the nine fire temple during that period of time by virtue of his 

supreme control over the flame and the prestige of the nine heaven fire. 

 

People have long regarded Yan Emperor as the supreme belief. Now the existence of the shaking world 

is in front of them. They turn a blind eye to her, but they want to accept Ye Chen as an apprentice? 

 

Feng Wu looked at Ye Chen with complicated eyes. Not long ago, she firmly expressed her attitude and 

drew a line with Ye Chen. After all, the cause and effect of the Lord of reincarnation, after the nine fire 

temple, she didn't want to be infected with half of it. 

 

In this instant, I felt beaten in the face. Even Feng Wu, the Lord of the nine fire temple, was embarrassed 

at the moment. 

 

Suddenly, the Yan Emperor in the void looked at little Kirin and said: 

 

"Little guy, give you a good luck!" 

 

Yan Emperor's virtual shadow looked around, and with a wave of two fingers, the general situation of 

heaven and earth in the Kirin domain gathered in an instant, which was even more terrifying than the 

war between Ye Chen and Jiuyou. 

 

The latter war relied on the immortal souls of countless Kirin domains who died in the war. After all, 

with Ye Chen's cultivation, the power of heaven and earth Qi that can be mobilized is extremely limited! 

 

Hum! 

 

Every corner of the already dilapidated kylin field has risen countless stars, converging into one kylin 

after another, pouring into the little guy's chest. 



 

"This is..." 

 

Little Kirin was ecstatic. He felt a pure energy constantly washing his meridians, which was a mysterious 

feeling. 

 

Bang! 

 

With a dull noise, little Kirin seemed to break through! 

 

Boom. 

 

Countless sands and stones are crushed into dust, and even the earth is dying 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen shouted at little Kirin: 

 

"Heaven swallowing skill, with all the Qi in the Kirin domain, sacrifice and refine Kirin heaven swallowing 

skill!" 

 

With the roar of the little guy, everything in the Kirin domain dissipated at a visible speed 

 

The already dilapidated peaks turned into dust, and the water of the holy spring, known as the holy 

land, evaporated at a very fast speed, turning into wisps of bloody smoke, which slowly poured into the 

little unicorn. 

 

"This..." 

 

Ye Chen is also silly. He didn't have such terrible power to emerge in the war with Jiuyou before. This 

little guy is completely going to drain the Kirin domain! 

 



"Qiu Xiong, you really don't want to stay behind... Maybe you guessed today!" 

 

Even looking at the Kirin field in the void, until everything turned into nothingness, Yan Emperor couldn't 

help but smack his tongue. 

 

Qiu Xiong may be the patriarch of the kylin clan. 

 

The disappearance of the Kirin domain represents that the powerful chaotic Kirin clan in ancient times 

has completely fallen into the past. 
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"Can this little fellow recast the glory of the kylin clan?" 

 

Looking at the little Unicorn with the power of endless luck, the Yan Emperor looked at Ye Chen again 

and said no more. 

 

Boom! 

 

This completely dissipated area disappeared completely, and the force of space storm began to surge in 

the boundless void under the feet of everyone. 

 

"Yes!" 

 

The Yan Emperor drank softly, and the time and space froze and stagnated instantly. Even the storm 

suddenly stopped. He waved his arm gently, and the universe changed in an instant, and the darkness of 

the night gradually covered his cheeks. 

 

Click! 

 



A purple thunder raged, and reflected on several people's cheeks in the haze. Ye Chen noticed that he 

and others had already returned to the xuandemon domain. 

 

It was in the mountains where everyone had gathered before, but at this time it was already silent and 

no one was left. 

 

"I've blocked the gas engine here, and it will take some time for the little guy to inherit the power!" 

 

Yan Emperor smiled and then said, "it's over here, and my residual strength is almost exhausted. I'll seal 

up the remaining strength, and maybe I can save your life at the critical moment!" 

 

This sentence is obviously for ye Chen. 

 

"Master, I......" 

 

Ye Chen was slightly moved, and just wanted to say something, but there was a warning from Emperor 

Yan again: 

 

"I can't accompany you to practice. You need to be more careful!" 

 

"The layout of the supreme will without time and space is flawless. If that divine idea cuts you off, the 

consequences will be unimaginable!" 

 

"This trick can only protect you for a while. With that guy's nature, it's sooner or later, and you should 

grow up as soon as possible!" 

 

Between words, the virtual shadow became more and more lax. The Yan Emperor's time was indeed 

running out, and ye Chen didn't interrupt, just quietly listening to the teacher's teachings. 

 

"Also... Don't ever try to find my true body before you grow into immeasurable territory. Some of the 

old friends in ancient times are still there and won't easily let the dark side overturn the Terran. I have 

always believed this! So is the belief of Zihuang fairy palace." 



 

In the void, the gradually lax virtual shadow smiled gently, and his eyes were full of determination for ye 

Chen. Finally, it turned into a flash of streamer and rushed into the reincarnation map of martial arts, 

and there was no trace. 

 

"Ye Chen, I......" 

 

At this time, Feng dance felt quite sad. From beginning to end, Yan Emperor didn't look at her, but took 

care of the person she pushed away with her own hands. 

 

Ye Chen just looked up and smiled softly, "you have your own choice. Besides... I am the Lord of 

reincarnation, and so is my original destiny. This is not your fault. The nine fire Temple needs to be 

inherited!" 

 

Ye Chen turned to Qiu Shengming and asked, "what are your plans?" 

 

Qiu Shengming just shrugged, "there are some things I want to verify. Since I left the Kirin domain, I'm 

out of bondage." 

 

He turned and walked back. His back, which had never looked back, just waved his hand gently: 

"goodbye!" 

 

When Feng Wu left, he once said to Ye Chen, "Emperor Yan approved you, and I will tell Xuanyao 

domain that you are the son of my nine fire temple." 

 

With that, without waiting for ye Chen to say anything, he turned into a flash of streamer and ran away. 

 

"Xuan demon domain..." 

 

Ye Chen looked back at the ancient land that had disappeared. In addition to himself and others, many 

immeasurable strong men in the Xuan demon domain had fallen. Once the news came out, I didn't know 

what kind of uproar it would cause. 



 

At the same time, Xuanyao domain, a small city. 

 

"Well, have you considered it clearly?" 

 

The leading elegant man was sitting on the tea table. Behind him, a few limitless people exuded a 

thrilling sense of oppression, which made people shiver. 

 

Especially the man in black gives people a strong feeling! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he must recognize these people as the third and fourth masters of the emperor's 

family! 

 

"I'm afraid it's not so simple for you to fight against the silent hall. Emperor Fenghua is also a generation 

of haoxiong..." 

 

The mysterious man in front of him seemed to be moved, but after thinking for a long time, he still gave 

up his plan. 

 

"Hehe, as long as I give an order in the Dan domain, no one dares to lend a helping hand to the 

annihilation hall. Even the major forces in the spirit domain sell me some thin noodles!" 

 

The Third Master of the emperor's family was in a green shirt, and his slender fingers gently knocked on 

the table, making a dull sound of 'Dong Dong', and then said: 

 

"As for the Xuan demon realm, the Kirin realm has been in this world, and many immeasurable strong 

people have already rushed to it. So far, no news has come out. It is expected that the fight will become 

more intense in those treasure lands!" 

 

"This is your only chance. Besides, you don't need to come forward. You just need to assassinate the boy 

named Zhu Yuan, and the rest will naturally be solved by us!" 

 



"Think about the business that can earn without losing!" 

 

The Third Master of the emperor's family smiled gently and stopped talking. In the silent attic, it was 

even more uncomfortable. 

 

"Since the Third Master... No, it's the emperor's master who spoke. I'm naturally interested. Let me plan 

something. When I act, I will inform myself!" 

 

"Farewell!" 

 

The mysterious man got up and left without looking back. 

 

Until his breath disappeared, Emperor Chen in black began to say, "third brother, for the silent Hall... 

Will there be a problem? The supreme merit war horse will arrive." 

 

Emperor Luo smiled gently and said, "I naturally understand that at present, there are many strong 

people in the family. When it comes to pharmacopoeia, this silent hall is also a hard bone to bite..." 

 

"But our purpose is just emperor seal. If something happens to Emperor Haishan's favorite disciple, I 

don't believe he can still nest in the hall of silence!" 

 

"As for that boy, just find a reason to dismiss him after using it." 

 

Emperor Chen nodded gently, "that Jiang chanzi's means are unusual. He kills countless people. It's most 

appropriate for him to assassinate." 

 

"But the organization behind him is a little difficult..." 

 

Emperor Luo Leng snorted: "after getting the emperor's seal, our emperor family will have the 

qualification to win everything. Even those forces will not touch our misfortune for an unknown boy!" 

 



"Let him toss first..." 
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Suddenly, when several people talked in secret, there was a void wave outside the door. Even emperor 

Luo was stunned, but this posture was obviously not aimed at them, it should be just passing by. 

 

"It seems to be the person in the dark empty hall!" 

 

Emperor Chen murmured. 

 

"It's like chasing someone. Go and inquire about it. It's best not to ruin our plan. In this joint, I don't 

allow outsiders to disturb the game!" 

 

Emperor Luo warned. 

 

"Yes, Third Master!" 

 

...... 

 

meanwhile. 

 

After Jiang chanzi left the chamber of secrets, he looked dignified and went in a direction. 

 

He never thought that someone asked him to move, but it was to kill a boy? 

 

Zhu Yuan? 

 



Is this really so important? 

 

His strength and means are not generally measurable. 

 

He never misses the person he wants to kill. 

 

But the emperor's family asked him to deal with a boy who didn't know where he came from, which still 

surprised him. 

 

Jiang chanzi kept repeating Zhu Yuan's information in his mind. 

 

"Zhu Yuan and the emperor family are now infected with emperor Fenghua. If this can bring down 

emperor Fenghua, those old things should be surprised, hahahaha!" 

 

Thinking of this, Jiang chanzi's mood was particularly happy, and the void fluctuated and dissipated in 

this world. 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, outside the city, several broken voices sounded. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

No one was seen, but Qiu Shengming's body was inexplicably added several terrible wounds again, and 

the lavender blood continued to drip, stimulating countless pairs of eyes in the void. 

 

"Damn!" 

 

Qiu Shengming spat a few mouthfuls of blood, threw a spear in his hand, turned into a fierce kylin, and 

instantly bit a corner of the void. In the dark, several lifeless corpses fell. 



 

"Endless..." 

 

As soon as the pace under his feet moved, there was another strange sound in his ear, which was the 

sound of a sharp blade! 

 

Hiss! 

 

Just about to raise his hand to resist, the cold light had already crossed the spear in his hand and 

stabbed directly into his eyebrows. Qiu Shengming almost instantly deviated his head by half an inch, 

and a wisp of hair was cut off. 

 

"Nine domain thunder!" 

 

Qiu Shengming raised his hand and stretched the spear across his chest. With a hard pull of his palm, 

even ye Chen was unable to shake the spear. In an instant, it broke into purple light and rain all over his 

body! 

 

"Out!" 

 

Thunderstorms carrying destruction and supreme power fell in droves, and purple thunder drops 

covered the surrounding area. Qiu Shengming hid in a corner of the void, panting heavily. 

 

"Northeast, southwest, Southeast... Why so many people want to kill me!" 

 

In a few breaths, he locked the position of everyone dormant in the dark. 

 

"Has it reached its limit?" 

 

He pressed his wound with force, and the bubbling Lavender blood sent out a pungent smell, which also 

exposed the position of Qiu Shengming. 



 

"Boy, don't run away. Say what you know, and we won't embarrass you!" 

 

In the silent void, a voice sounded. Qiu Shengming leaned against the ground, staggered up, and his eyes 

were full of killing intent. 

 

…… 

 

At this moment, ye Chen, who was rushing by, was thinking of meeting with Taishen and Zhu Yuan. 

According to Taishen, the jimie hall was located at the junction of Xuanyao domain, Lingyu domain, and 

Dan domain, which belonged to a buffer zone, during which various forces were mixed, and the struggle 

was endless all year round. 

 

However, due to its geographical location, no region would be willing to provoke some forces here. This 

is the paradise of the evil way. 

 

Because it's too chaotic here, people of the feather emperor family don't want to stay here for a long 

time. Even a genius of the feather emperor family disappeared here. The feather emperor was angry 

and killed tens of thousands of strong people here, but he only warned here for ten years. 

 

Ten years later, it is still a paradise for many evil forces in the world. 

 

The reason why emperor Fenghua left the imperial family in the past was also due to the reason here, 

which avoided the pursuit of the imperial family forces. Since then, he has been dormant and achieved 

some influence. 

 

All the way, ye Chen also saw many scenes of fighting. Eating black is a common means, and the 

pungent smell of blood in this dark forest has lasted for years. 

 

"Silence Hall..." 

 

It seems that this emperor is also an unusual person who can achieve some influence in this area. 



 

Ye Chen didn't stop. The fighting of these people never stopped, but as long as there is nothing coveted 

by others on your body, no one will look at you more. 

 

Ye Chen, who fought from the Kirin domain, won't attract anyone's attention at all because of his ragged 

clothes and messy appearance. 

 

What is more important is that the treasure is often obtained by the strong. How can a warrior in Baijia 

state have any treasure? 

 

"Huh?" 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen's eyes coagulated, suddenly stopped and slowly went in a direction. 

 

There are actually traces of lavender here, which forms a sharp contrast with this dark land, especially 

eye-catching. 

 

Others may not know, but he understands that it's nothing else, it's kylin blood! 

 

"The inheritance of little Kirin is not over yet, so this blood will only be because of one person" 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes. It must be Qiu Shengming. No doubt, how could he be here and be 

ambushed? 

 

Later, ye Chen unfolded the star sky water mirror, deduced divination, and vaguely saw the figure of Qiu 

Shengming. For the time being, his life was not in danger, but if he delayed, it would be hard to say. 

 

"If you meet someone, you'd better find someone first!" 

 

Looking at the dried up blood stains for a period of time, ye chenshun touched the melon, changed his 

direction, and chased deep in one direction. 



 

...... 

 

Screen rotation. 

 

Boom! 

 

With a bang, several hidden figures fell from the void and lost their vitality 

 

The purple thunderstorm has long ceased. The smell of soil on the ground is intertwined with blood, 

which is very pungent. Qiu Shengming's stumbling figure fell down again, and he can vaguely feel 

someone approaching! 

 

"Dark empty hall acts, irrelevant people, etc. retreat quickly, and will not be investigated!" 

 

Behind Qiu Shengming, a loud cry rang out, startling several martial artists who were going to step 

forward to investigate the situation. 

 

A few eyes secretly staring at all this, hesitated repeatedly after hearing that the visitor reported his 

home, and also chose to retreat. After all, in this desolate city, offending the dark empty hall is 

equivalent to giving his life to death at any time. 

 

Even the outside world also rumored that this world would rather offend the wanxu than the dark 

empty hall! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

Three figures followed Qiu Shengming's footsteps, and the tall bald man, led by him, snorted coldly, 

dissatisfied: 

 

"In this case, I can run!" 



 

"I'd like to see what your origin is, so that the superior can order you to be captured alive." 

 

With a wave of his hand, the bald man took a few steps forward and picked up Qiu Shengming, who was 

dying. 

 

"My Lord, this boy seems to have something to do with the legend of the organization..." I wanted to say 

something, but I was slapped on the head by the bald man. "Don't inquire about the secrets of the dark 

empty hall, otherwise there will be no mercy!" 
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Before the words fell, Qiu Shengming, who was like a trapped animal, suddenly opened his eyes, and the 

purple light flashed. In his torch like pupil, a spear shone brightly, piercing the clouds! 

 

Click! 

 

Between the lightning and flint, it was to cut off the head of the man who captured him. With one blow, 

Qiu Shengming fell to the ground and turned over, running away into the deep forest like a wounded 

beast. 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

However, Qiu Shengming's injury was ultimately serious to the extreme. His pace was getting slower and 

slower. He felt that his body was as hard to drag as a kilo. He simply fell to the ground and breathed the 

air greedily. 

 

Not long after, the sweetness in his throat still made him pause and spit out a mouthful of blood again. 

 

"Why don't you run?" 

 



A faint banter sounded in his ears. Before Qiu Shengming reacted, the spear on his side danced by itself, 

blocking the fatal attack for him. 

 

Bang! 

 

I don't know when, the bald man with a strong killing intention surging around him has appeared behind 

Qiu Shengming and swept away with one foot! 

 

Click. 

 

It was the sound of breaking from the bone. Qiu Shengming's body was like a shell, and he hit the 

ground heavily. 

 

"This item is not low-grade, so give it to me!!" 

 

The bald man no longer went to see Qiu Shengming. Instead, he went not far away, picked up the long 

gun full of the charm of terrifying martial arts, and began to look at it carefully. 

 

Hiss! 

 

The body of the gun instantly produced endless scaly barbs, which pierced and crushed the palm of the 

bald man. 

 

Click! 

 

The spear broke, turned into a purple unicorn, poured into Qiu Shengming's chest and disappeared. The 

man saw this and his face sank. 

 

He shook the palm that had turned into flesh and mud, and the other hand became a blade. The bright 

light instantly cut off his palm. With only a slight frown on his brow, he said quietly: 

 



"Chaotic kylin clan..." 

 

"It doesn't seem like a legend. It's really in your hands. Hand it over and I'll give you a decent way to 

die!" 

 

The bald man gently rubbed his broken palm, and the drops of falling blood trickled down, and he didn't 

care at all. 

 

"Or when I kill you, slowly dismember..." 

 

He smiled strangely on his calm face, and his figure turned into a black fog and dispersed in situ, which 

was almost inaudible in the dark forest. 

 

Then, suddenly, four empty sounds sounded, and in a moment, the strange light lit up like a silver 

needle and thread wrapped in the dark. At the place where the sound appeared, Qiu Shengming was 

like a zongzi, wrapped and pulled up by the winding cutting force. 

 

"Say it!" 

 

In the dark, a cold sound was like the death sentence. On Qiu Shengming's skin, slender and glittering 

silk threads were flowing, and drops of lavender blood slowly trickled down 

 

"Do you need me to remind you? Let's start with the scroll of Shengqi!" 

 

Hearing the four words of the holy Qi scroll, Qiu Shengming, who had been in a coma, opened his eyes 

again, and gradually lost his consciousness with a roar, breaking the shackles of the bald man, and 

pieces of scales grew out of his flesh! 

 

…… 

 

"Is it over there?" 

 



At this moment, ye Chen, who came here, heard the roar of the unicorn, and sighed a bad sigh. His feet 

accelerated and ran in the direction of the roar. At the same time, several strong breath were similar to 

him, and he approached the roar. 

 

"They are all strong in boundless territory!" 

 

Just after taking a few steps, the sound of breaking the air was roaring in his ears. The void in front of 

him was instantly twisted and cut into several pieces. 

 

"Please stay, sir!" 

 

A warning without any emotion sounded, and ye Chen was no longer allowed to approach. 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly, ignored it and tore the void away. 

 

Roar! 

 

At the moment, a unicorn's mottled blood stain had already dyed through the original Lavender animal 

body. It roared softly, and its eyes were full of despair. 

 

The bald man just wanted to say something, and a few broken voices sounded, and his eyes were cold. 

 

"Well, what's the situation?" 

 

Three people in black, who were also wuliangjing cultivation, didn't know when they appeared on his 

side and said faintly. 

 

"There should be a mistake. It has nothing to do with that legend, but it's a living chaotic Unicorn with 

incomplete blood, which is valuable..." 

 

The bald man stared at the three men in black and replied. 



 

"An adult chaotic Unicorn with impure blood will not be tamed, and it is also a disaster to keep it." 

 

The man in black looked at the broken palm of the bald man, and then ordered, "since it has nothing to 

do with the holy Qi scroll, make it clean!" 

 

After all, for those forces protecting the weak in the Xuan demon domain, killing a peerless chaos 

unicorn is hard to avoid being caught and the handle will fall on the population tongue. 

 

But at this time, the void fluctuated, and a figure seemed to tear the void! 

 

"Who!" 

 

The man in black suddenly stared at a corner of the void and slapped it out. 

 

Boom! 

 

The strong wind blew in the mountains and forests, and even the air was stagnant for a moment. The 

energy emitted by the explosion cut the void, and the terror was to the extreme. 

 

"Sir, please show up!" 

 

Seeing that he lost his palm, the man in black didn't take any action anymore, but calmly opened his 

mouth. The other two people around him and the bald man were looking around vigilantly. 

 

They who are proficient in assassination can't feel the breath. Are they the strong ones in immeasurable 

territory? 

 

Hiss! 

 



In the dark forest, a bloody light shone, and the scorching temperature choked everyone present. In the 

bright light, the indifferent face gradually appeared. 
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"Play tricks!" 

 

After seeing ye Chen's young and indifferent face, the man in black, led by him, was obviously angry. He 

was just a warrior in Baijia territory, and dared to tease them? 

 

The bald man snorted coldly, and his figure first dissipated into the void. Then, ye Chen felt a cold chill 

coming from behind! 

 

"Sword five, autumn leaves song!" 

 

The sword meaning of the nine swords in the sky suddenly burst, like a song of parting played in the 

clear autumn, which was sad and soul stirring. 

 

Ye Chen waved a sword, and the invisible reincarnation will run through! 

 

And the shadow in the dark was no longer alive. 

 

"This boy is weird, let's go!" 

 

The eyes of the man in black, led by him, were frozen, and the three men surrounded Ye Chen with an 

included angle. 

 

"Strange..." 

 



Ye Chen glanced at Qiu Shengming, who was already unconscious. With the strength of the bald man, it 

was impossible to hurt him. What happened in the meantime? 

 

In a trance, several deadly killing mans hit, the reincarnation sword in Ye Chen's hand overturned, the 

endless reincarnation will was flowing, and countless destruction roads surged, forcing the three to 

retreat repeatedly. 

 

"Who is this boy!" 

 

The man in black, who was headed by him, was frightened, but he was just a boy in Baijia realm. In the 

early days of immeasurable realm, he joined hands with other members of the dark empty hall of 

immeasurable realm, but he did not lose the slightest, and even suppressed it faintly. 

 

The nine swords of chopping the sky were full of sword Qi, forcing the three people to offer a treasure 

to resist, but it was only a little slower than ye Chen's fierce attack. 

 

Boom! 

 

Peerless power shook the world, covering the place, and the threat of the sword even crushed the flesh 

of one of the people in black in the divine realm. Cracks continued to spread from the center of his 

eyebrows, and he saw that he was about to fall. 

 

"Boy, those who offend us in the dark empty hall are dead!" 

 

The man in black, led by him, shouted fiercely, and countless runes were derived from his whole body. 

His skin was as bright and hard as stars, and coerced the two people on his side to kill Ye Chen's nine 

sword field. 

 

"Winding sound kill!" 

 

After he left Ye Chen's field, the rune wrapped around the man in black immediately exploded, and in 

the light spots all over the sky, a dark bell condensed into a little, slowly floating in front of him. 

 



Ding Ling! 

 

With a crisp sound, the power of countless laws condensed instantly. With the evolution of sound 

waves, it became increasingly fierce. Where it was swept, countless creatures surged, and the giant 

beasts in the forest bled to death. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned. This attack made him think of one person, the killing blow of the Immortal Emperor 

before his death! 

 

In the moment of being stunned, Rao is that ye Chen has the reincarnation holy soul heaven and 

reincarnation God body, which is also cut by countless laws in an instant, and the trace of blood is 

gradually stained. 

 

"Hahahaha!" 

 

"Overestimate oneself." 

 

The man in black laughed when he saw that the blow was successful. 

 

"But so..." 

 

Ye Chen did not fall down as the man in black expected, but opened his bloody eyes and looked 

indifferent. 

 

"If the protection of the Iron Throne and the dust tablet were used, it might have been blocked long 

ago." 

 

"But your means are not enough for me to use the iron throne!" 

 



"Yan Xuaner, do it!" 

 

Hiss! 

 

The blood gushing from hundreds of wounds around Ye Chen was gradually gorgeous and lit up endless 

flames! 

 

"This..." 

 

"This is impossible!" 

 

The man in black is terrible. He has never seen such a terrible monster. When he gets his ringtone, the 

spirit and body should be completely stripped away. Is this guy intact? 

 

Joo! 

 

With a low cry, ye Chen's blood flowing on the ground slowly turned into a blood Phoenix, and the 

ferocious shadow flashed away. 

 

Click! 

 

The head of the man in black broke at the sound, and half of his residual body fell straight down, rolling 

into the weeds on the side, losing its vitality. 

 

To solve everything, ye Chen's eyes fell on Qiu Shengming: "you're lucky to meet me." 

 

...... 

 

After a stick of incense. 

 



"Ah!" 

 

With a painful roar, Qiu Shengming fiercely opened his eyes, which was fierce and bright, just to fight 

again. In his red and bloodshot eyes, there was only beast like indifference. 

 

At this time, two slender fingers gently touched his shoulder, and the evil intention of that moment 

receded. Qiu Shengming saw clearly that the person in front of him was Ye Chen! 

 

"You almost got possessed. Fortunately, I copied the fairy Koi to you and resolved it." 

 

Ye Chen smiled faintly. He also got up and clapped his hands, whispering to Qiu Shengming. 

 

"Why are you here!" 

 

Qiu Shengming saw Ye Chen again, and a wry smile appeared on the corners of his mouth. This guy's 

strong combat power, in the war with that Jiuyou, he was deeply impressed, and that powerful Jiuyou's 

separation was cut off by him! 

 

Now it's less than a day since the separation, but ye Chen saved it again. 

 

Qiu Shengming looked around and found that this was no longer the place where he had fought before. 

Ye Chen obviously took him to a safe place. 

 

"What's the matter? With your strength, those people can't stop it." 

 

Ye Chen is a little confused. He once fought with Qiu Shengming. He knows the strength of the latter. 

Although those people in black are strong, it is impossible to keep him. 

 

"The seal of the Kirin domain was broken, and at the bottom of the holy spring, I took advantage of the 

chaos to integrate the body, but the seal was too overbearing, and my spirit and body had some 

problems." 

 



Qiu Shengming smiled bitterly. His body still needed to adapt, and it happened that he was chased and 

killed, which made him fall into such a dilemma. 

 

"Those guys, it seems that what is Saint Qi scroll for?" 

 

Ye Chen was also hiding in the dark when he heard those people in black mention this thing. The reason 

why he chased Qiu Shengming was also because of this thing. 

 

"Saint Qi scroll..." 

 

Qiu Shengming glanced at Ye Chen, hesitated for a long time, and still opened his mouth to explain, "it's 

a chance inheritance I got when I found my body at the bottom of the holy spring." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, but he didn't mention it before Qiu Shengming. 

 

"This scroll is sealed with a wild beast. Those who hold the holy Qi scroll can control it with the power of 

the scroll. If they can subdue it, they can fight against the beast completely." 

 

Qiu Shengming didn't explain it in detail. In a few words, ye Chen probably knew the whole story. 

 

"How does the organization of the dark void hall know that you have the holy Qi scroll?" 

 

According to Qiu Shengming, since it was what he got at the bottom of the holy spring in the kylin 

domain, how could it have anything to do with this dark empty hall. 

 

How did the other party know that he was carrying a treasure? 

 

"I..." 



 

Qiu Shengming also shook his head, as if there were some secrets he didn't want to mention, and ye 

Chen didn't ask anymore. 

 

"In a word, they can track your location anytime and anywhere. No matter what means the other party 

has, you are just trapped!" 

 

Since the opponent can send many people to surround him without warning, there must be 
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"Yunmeng city in the super world, I also have an old friend. In those days, there was cause and effect 

contamination. If he was still alive, he might be able to solve this Siege!" Qiu Shengming took out a jade 

pendant and motioned. 

 

Ye Chen took over a jade pendant handed by Qiu Shengming and stared slightly. He could vaguely see 

the delicate hand feeling of the warm nephrite made of superior star chalcedony. In addition, he could 

not feel any breath fluctuations. 

 

"Star chalcedony is originally a special thing. It is a wisp of body fluid that can only be born when 

thousands of stars collapse. It can only condense after thousands of years. It is a symbol used by 

countless powerful forces in the world to show off themselves." 

 

Ye Chen didn't care much about these things outside his body, but he just heard it occasionally. 

Suddenly, his eyes coagulated: "strange..." 

 

A closer look, but found a clue, Qiu Shengming handed him this jade pendant, there is no unique power 

of stars! 

 

"Is it covered? Even this power can be erased!" 

 



Ye Chen instantly understood the intention of Qiu Shengming. This jade giver can help him! 

 

Qiu Shengming also nodded gently, "if you can find him, you may be able to get rid of the chase." 

 

"Cough..." 

 

Between the excitement of words, a trace of blood flowed from the corners of Qiu Sheng Ming's mouth. 

Seeing this, ye Chen also said faintly: 

 

"I'll go with you. In your current state, I'm afraid I can't safely walk to Yunmeng city!" 

 

Qiu Shengming looked at Ye Chen apologetically: "sorry..." 

 

He had many things that he didn't mention to Ye Chen. Maybe he had his own difficulties, but the guy in 

front of him was still willing to help him in such a way, which surprised Qiu Shengming. 

 

"Nothing, for the sake of little Kirin, I will help you!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled and asked, "in those days, you were trapped in the Kirin domain. How could you 

intersect with the people in Yunmeng city?" 

 

Qiu Shengming said, "the space of Kirin domain is very unstable. Coupled with several attacks led by 

Xuanyao domain, the original strength of guarding the array is almost consumed. Every time the 

thunderstorm comes to the world, I can temporarily get rid of the imprisonment with the power of God 

and soul." 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently, as if he was in the same state as he was in the first World War in the Xuan 

demon domain, but he couldn't get away from that area. 

 

"Kylin domain is close to the periphery of Xuanyao domain, and the largest range of my activities is 

around here. As for Yunmeng City, I have never been there." 

 



Qiu Shengming said, "I met him, which is similar to the war with you, but it was a long time ago, and I 

can be regarded as the only friend in this world!" 

 

Ye Chen listened quietly, and probably understood it clearly. It meant that he didn't know each other 

and sympathized with each other. 

 

"I know where he lives in Yunmeng city." 

 

Qiu Sheng Ming said truthfully. 

 

Ye Chen also nodded gently, "I'm afraid the guy who can take out this pen to give to each other is either 

rich or expensive in this small town. Once you inquire, you will know everything!" 

 

…… 

 

An hour later. 

 

The void fluctuated, and two figures appeared. 

 

It is Ye Chen and Qiu Shengming. 

 

"Qiu Shengming, you go to the city and wait for me first. If you get rid of these tails, I will follow!" 

 

Ye Chen put her hands behind her and said indifferently. 

 

It's not a long distance. It's countless 
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"Damn, dare someone to beat my chaos Kirin clan's idea, damn it, I'll eat them all!" 

 

Ye Chen was slightly stunned and immediately patted the little Kirin. 

 

"Are you afraid that others won't know that I still have a purebred chaotic Unicorn living in the world?" 

 

The little unicorn was in pain. One claw covered his forehead, and the other claw pointed at Ye Chen: 

"master, you dare to beat the great chaos Unicorn family, I want to put you..." 

 

Boom! 

 

A tremendous force burst out, and the clouds fell all over the sky. The bright spring light of the last 

second was no longer replaced by endless thunder clouds. In the sky, a turbulent thunder sea was 

surging. 

 

"This! When did you learn... Is this the real heaven swallowing skill!" 

 

Ye Chen widened his eyes, and the vision of heaven and earth was only the small unicorn in front of him, 

which was only the size of an ordinary monster and seemed harmless to humans and animals? 

 

"Cough, master, you know how powerful this holy master is!" The little Unicorn stood up and proudly 

put up a small claw, pointing to the sky with one claw. His immature voice continued, "when I grow up, I 

can overturn the world with anger!" 

 

"At that time, I'll help you destroy any heavenly and feather emperor!" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and said curiously, "how long will it take you to grow up?" 

 

After thinking for a moment, little Kirin said, "normally, it takes a hundred years." 

 



Ye Chen was stunned. A hundred years later, he was afraid that he would destroy the ruins and go to the 

endless world. 

 

"Master, come on, give me a punch!" 

 

Seeing ye Chen's suspicion, the little guy smiled cunningly and picked up a small claw to bombard him! 

 

This punch once again overturned Ye Chen's cognition. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

Seeing countless thunders roaring above the sky, he knew that this little guy had really changed now. 

 

Ye Chen didn't dare to drag it big, so he used the palm of a thousand towers. 

 

Bang! 

 

In an instant, like heaven and earth against each other, huge energy poured into the sky, breaking out 

the power enough to shake the immeasurable strong, and directly tearing up the space that has always 

been known for its stability. 

 

Click! 

 

At the center of the collision between the two powers, the force of terror formed a whirlpool like force 

field, devouring the boundless space. 

 

"On!" 

 

Ye Chen shouted loudly and felt the destructive power of this terror. He couldn't help frowning. Such a 

fierce battle is likely to attract the prying eyes of the immeasurable strong. 



 

Boom! 

 

The violent explosion instantly lifted the body shape of one person and one unicorn, and ye Chen's body 

bones shot through dozens of mountains, which stabilized the explosion trend. 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

His bones were clucking all over his body, which was a side effect of almost exhausting his body. 

 

"The power of inheritance is indeed overbearing!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled knowingly. The previously weak little guy also grew up to be a strong man like the blood 

dragon. 

 

"Worthy of being the master I recognize, worthy of being the one who can kill Jiuyou!" 

 

Among the ruins at the bottom of a mountain, the body of the little Unicorn soared into the air, walking 

on the void with its feet on purple thunder, and said. 

 

The Kirin punch, whose flesh is hard against the blessing of swallowing heaven, is really unprecedented! 

 

"No more fighting, no more fighting!" 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand and fought again. He had to be torn apart by this little guy. 

 

"Don't worry, master, I'll cover you in the future. Whoever dares to bully you, I'll eat it!" 

 

Little Kirin clenched his fist with one claw and made a strange gesture. 

 



Then, maybe little Kirin felt a little exaggerated and guilty. He no longer looked directly at Ye Chen, 

leaving only a panicked figure of him, turning into a flash of light and escaping into the habitat of the 

reincarnation map of martial arts. 

 

"Little Kirin, there are many immeasurable strong men in that city, and even many cruel men in the 

middle and late period of immeasurable territory. You can't expose them without my permission!" 

 

Ye Chen looked around, wiped out the previous traces with the will of space, and escaped into Yunmeng 

city with the weathering of dawn as a breeze. 

 

After a while, the two figures came in droves, looking at the broken ruins and looking at each other: "in 

Yunmeng City, are there strong people at this level competing?" 

 

Another person shook his head and wondered, "something's wrong. How can the strong in boundless 

realm compete only for strength? However, it seems that there is a habitat for nine heaven divination, 

but I don't know which nine heaven divination." 

 

...... 

 

An hour later. 

 

Ye Chen's footsteps stopped. 

 

"According to the clue left by Qiu Shengming, it should be here!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, looking at the hall in front of him, clearly standing in the world of 

mortals, but it also gave people a feeling of being detached from the world. 

 

Quiet! 

 

Dead silence! 

 



"Excuse me, childe, but your surname is ye?" 

 

In front of the door, there was a boy like a schoolboy waiting with a smile on his face. 

 

"Exactly." 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently. He looked at the child in front of him, giving him the same feeling, as if this 

person did not exist. 

 

"Someone called Qiu Shengming said that if you come, you can go straight into the array!" 

 

The bookboy respectfully said. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned: "enter the array?" 

 

"If you go back to master ye, my master will not be a guest, but with his jade seal here, you can set a 

precedent. If you enter this door, you will naturally see my master if you can find an exit." 

 

The schoolboy bowed and made a gesture of invitation, which was to turn into a cloud of green smoke 

and scatter in the world of mortals. 

 

"Array?" 

 

Ye Chen's perception is right. The bookboy who talked with him before is not in person. He likes to have 

strange means, and can make ordinary people without cultivation manifest in it! 

 

It is even more domineering than the array formula of Brahma divine skill. 

 

It seems that many parts of the world cannot be despised. 

 



In an instant, the void fluctuated. 

 

The two gates opened to welcome guests. At a glance, it was just an ordinary corridor. 

 

"It's weird!" 

 

"I smell the darkness of timeless space." 

 

In the reincarnation of martial arts, the voice of little Kirin suddenly came. 

 

Ye Chen stopped and instantly revealed his mind. After several peeps, he found nothing: "it is indeed the 

dark energy felt in the kylin domain, which is very weak, but it will never be wrong!" 

 

Little Kirin's startled voice came again: "flash away, disappeared, strange..." 

 

"I feel the breath of Qiu Shengming. Since he believes in this old friend so much, he must not be a 

villain!" 

 

Ye Chen shrugged his shoulders and told little Kirin again, "I'm afraid it's not that simple in the hall. Don't 

show your breath." 

 

After saying that, he stepped into the gate. 

 

All the way, I couldn't see through the front porch of the road ahead. It was dead silent, and there was 

only endless footsteps echoing in my ears, which made Ye Chen's originally calm heart have a trace of 

dignity and gradually climb. 

 

"There is no breath of array arrangement, but it can put me in the array. When I use the array word 

formula repeatedly, the array eyes have no clues to follow!" 

 



Ye Chen paused, turned his head and looked back, but found that it was dim and dark, and the road 

when he came was broken 
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Click! 

 

In the silence, a bang burst instantly, and the endless corridor was filled with danger. 

 

The dark thunder roared above Ye Chen's head, and the corridor around him was disappearing. 

Everything collapsed like a bubble. I didn't hear anything except the thunder. 

 

"Hmm? I'm afraid this strange power is really related to the array without time and space! But it should 

only imitate a part. Who is this person who recites his descendants?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned. When he stepped into this self-contained space, he felt an unknown force. 

 

Boom! 

 

The buzzing thunder became more and more violent. Looking up, in the dark void, the black thunder was 

like a river hanging upside down, paving endless darkness and extending to the end of Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

He tried to open his eyes to see everything that was unknown. Unconsciously, two lines of blood and 

tears burst into his eyes. The tingling feeling came, and ye Chen's eyes blurred. 

 

"Hongmeng starry sky, Tianxian Koi copy, dissolve!" 

 

Ye Chen used two magic methods, which eased a little. 

 



"Where is qiushengming..." 

 

"This place, by no means an unusual place, is extremely dangerous." 

 

Ye Chen felt the divine thoughts, and even used the reincarnation holy soul heaven, but he still couldn't 

feel the slightest fluctuation of the autumn Sheng Ming breath. 

 

Fortunately, the black thunder in the void didn't mean to attack him, but just kept surging and 

spreading. 

 

It was only the creepy smell that escaped, which made Ye Chen feel a little palpitating. With his realm, 

even if he added many means to his body, it was estimated that the flesh would jump to pieces. 

 

"Danger!" 

 

Wu Dao reincarnation diagram flickers purple crystal awn, which is that the little Kirin smells the danger, 

and it is resisting the pressure between heaven and earth. 

 

Boom! 

 

It seemed to feel the smell of the little guy, and a robbery thunder came in response, directly attacking 

Ye Chen's face. 

 

"Kylin swallowing heaven!" 

 

The little guy resisted the general trend of the universe and wanted to swallow the dark black thunder, 

but ye Chen exclaimed, "no!" 

 

Once contaminated by the thunder, they will have an accident in two moments. 

 

Hum! 



 

The two forces collided, and the breath of instant contact almost completely tore Ye Chen's body, which 

was about to be wiped out. Ye Chen wanted to sacrifice Lei Bei! 

 

Boom! 

 

That terrible force seemed to have no intention of killing them both, but exploded into the void with a 

kind of radiant energy, completely enveloping Ye Chen in it, dark and not peeping. 

 

"Damn!" 

 

In this strange space, majestic forces continue to flow into the upside down sky, leaning down, and 

where the long black river sweeps, it is swallowed up by endless darkness. 

 

"What on earth triggered the thunder!" 

 

Ye Chen exclaimed, and the reincarnation Heavenly Sword in his hand shook the void, waving one sword 

after another. 

 

"Sword one, thousands of miles of snow!" 

 

Other exhibitions 
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…… 

 

meanwhile. 

 



In Yunmeng City, there is a temple standing in the world of mortals and beyond the earth. 

 

Jiang chanzi looked at the full map spread out on the table, and his fingertips streamed with ink, circling 

countless directions on it. In the center of his fingertip siege, there were three big words - silence hall! 

 

"My Lord, someone is visiting!" 

 

Outside the door, a schoolboy's announcement came. 

 

The man was disturbed by this sound, and his face showed a slightly impatient look: "get out! No 

guests!" 

 

Jiang chanzi waved his hand and stared at the map in front of him again. After a few breaths, he sighed 

gently. 

 

"Alas... Jimie hall is really a hard bone to chew!" 

 

Jiang chanzi, who was out of interest, moved outside the door and saw the little bookboy cleaning the 

leaves in front of the door in front of the yard. He also asked: 

 

"By the way, who wants to see me?" 

 

The little bookboy put down his broom and scratched his head with embarrassment: "sorry, although I 

know you are busy, the visitor has your jade seal." 

 

"Oh?" Hearing the words, Jiang chanzi's eyes narrowed slightly, "is it him?" 

 

"Why did he come here?" 

 

"No." 



 

Jiang chanzi pinched his fingers and was surrounded by ancient Sanskrit and eight trigrams. 

 

In front of the spatial fluctuations, a picture appeared faintly. 

 

There are only a few simple words on the picture. 

 

Holy Qi scroll! 

 

"Why is this result of divination? Strange, the holy Qi scroll was born recently?" 

 

"Are the legends in those old folks true?" 

 

At this time, the void fluctuated in front of Jiang chanzi, and a dark shadow slowly appeared: 

 

"The news that Jiang chanzi and Shengqi scroll came out is true!" 

 

Jiang chanzi shivered at the words: "seriously?" 

 

"Seriously, and not long ago, people got rid of the chase and came to Yunmeng city!" 

 

With the faint sound of the breeze, the words are engraved in the heart of Jiang chanzi. 

 

"Where is it?" He opened his mouth and inquired that since he came to his own territory, such heavenly 

things, he had no reason to refuse. 

 

Even things of this level can be compared with great gods! 

 

"In your territory..." 



 

Jiang chanzi couldn't help but be stunned: "in my temple?" 

 

He suddenly thought of something: "is it that guy!" 

 

"It seems that this person is old to you!" 

 

The voice in the void came again, as if it had been expected. 

 

"Well." Jiang chanzi's arms encircled his chest and his eyes narrowed, as if he were remembering 

something, "it was a long time ago. I executed the order of the organization and chased down a 

rebellion of tianwaifeixian on the third floor of the boundless realm." 

 

"Later, I met a young man with purple hair by chance. I divined that he had an unnatural chance and 

intended to make friends, but something happened between him and me. We two fought... That's it. If 

we don't fight, we won't know each other." 

 

Jiang chanzi paused and then said, "at that time, I vaguely remember that this person is a spirit body, 

but his combat power is extraordinary. Due to some kind of imprisonment, he can't leave the Xuan 

demon domain too far, or it may be a powerful ghost." 

 

"I thought it was good to have a good relationship, so I gave him a piece of star chalcedony. Although it 

was expensive, it had no substantive effect." 

 

The dark voice was silent for a long time, and slowly said, "the piece you carry?" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"No wonder, he will come here..." 

 

Jiang chanzi complained. 



 

"Maybe he came here to avoid being chased." The secret voice disdained a cold hum, "but I found the 

door myself, which saved a lot of time. You can do it yourself." 

 

Jiang chanzi shrugged his shoulders, and his eyes narrowed slightly. "It's none of your business. Tell 

those old guys that I have my own arrangements!" 

 

Facing the tit for tat killing intention in the dark, Jiang chanzi smiled and ignored it until the chilling 

linglie breath disappeared after a few breaths, and then he murmured, "Alas!" 

 

"It's estimated that he entered that array. Because this place has some connection with 

wuwuwuspacetime, I bought it for research, and even built the hall. But for so many years, I didn't work 

out the results, so I simply set it as a guard array. 

 

In that array, even I dare not approach easily. If you die there, I can go and collect your body for you. It's 

not worth making friends with you and me, and I won't let my hands be stained with your blood... " 

 

The little book boy silently picked up his broom and swept the leaves, selectively turning a deaf ear to 

his master's words. 

 

...... 

 

At the same time, ye Chen and Xiao Qilin obviously found someone in the dark. 

 

Obviously, there was a fairy light around, and the black gown was hunting in the space channel. A corner 

of the skirt beat the dark energy, which actually scattered the terrible and strange waves. 

 

It was an existence that even he and little Kirin could not resist with all their efforts. Under the 

mysterious man's swinging skirt, it was refined. 

 

He stood proudly in the dark, and his terrifying killing intention made people unable to look directly at 

anything. At first glance, it was a murderous existence from hell, and the diffuse Xiarui looked very 

strange. 



 

The mysterious man's eyes suddenly opened, and a line of heaven and earth trembled, and the world 

seemed to crumble. The little Kirin's eyes were scarlet in an instant, like being possessed by a devil, and 

he roared loudly! 

 

"Ah!" 

 

Kylin roared, and the rubble of the whole square continued to fall. The little guy's mind was drawn by 

this startling glance. 

 

Ye Chen used the reincarnation holy soul day, no longer looked directly at the figure in the void, but saw 

the murderous man but said: 

 

"Are you early?" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen was terrified. He was another strong man who could disturb time and space and 

cross the border. He just didn't know whether he was an enemy or a friend. 

 

However, if you have something to do with Wu Zu, you may have a better chance of being friends. 

 

"Is it the space he triggered? It pushed us into this space!" 

 

Boom, under the ruins, several chains fell from all directions, smashing the bottom of the ground into a 

bottomless pit. There are a lot of messy boulders, forming a stone gate, on which there are faint seal 

characters flashing. 

 

This man's surging blood is obviously not the means laid down by the fall of great power in ancient 

times, which made him experience that life again. 

 

It's to break through the wall of time and space, and come across it. It's a living creature! 

 

He looked at Ye Chen so calmly. After a word, he didn't speak again, as if he was afraid of something. 



 

A living peerless strong man stared at him across time and space, and ye Chen's hair stood up, which 

was impossible. 

 

Even his grandfather, or the Supreme Master of the world and the supreme Immortal Emperor who 

were proficient in space all ages ago, didn't have such a means to connect with heaven. Who is he! 

 

Boom! 

 

In the other realm of the mysterious strong, behind him, the heavens burst into pieces. In the evolved 

terror space, there were constant cries of killing. It seemed that someone was chasing him, and there 

was more than one person, it was an army! 

 

"It's impossible. How can someone forcibly mix different timelines in the past, present and future!" 
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Ye Chen is really too weak, or in other words, the real world is too weak. He can't look directly at the 

immortal light, but he is a mysterious man with murderous intentions. Even so, his Wu Zu Taoist heart is 

shaking. 

 

If it weren't for the Taoist heart of Wu Zu and the blessing of reincarnation holy soul, I'm afraid he would 

also be like a little Kirin. Just a glance, he would be possessed. 

 

Bang! 

 

Bang! 

 

Bang! 

 



Countless interfaces exploded behind the mysterious strong man, and the scene of blood spattering in 

the heavens was very terrifying. When he was in it, he seemed to be the king of the Ming Dynasty, and 

his indifferent eyes let the complete interface fall into dust behind him. 

 

The explosion wave was shielded by some inexplicable force in the space in front of Ye Chen, and it was 

indestructible. Even half of the afterwave could not affect the world he was in. 

 

"Are you here to ask for help?" 

 

It seems that this man is in a bad situation. He is being chased and killed by all parties. 

 

The mysterious strong man nodded gently and sighed, "unfortunately, you are not you when you come 

to the wrong time and space! Maybe you haven't stepped into Wuwu and met the trapped Wuzu now." 

 

"Can't help me..." 

 

He shook his head reluctantly, and the monstrous killing intention in his eyes was reduced by a few 

points. The little Kirin on the side suddenly recovered Qingming, and shivering, it went straight into Ye 

Chen's arms and turned into a purple ball. 

 

"In that case, why did you call me here?" The mysterious strong man looked around Ye Chen's back. For 

a long time, his eyes seemed to see through everything, "it turned out that it was like this. Someone laid 

a means to pull you into the game in advance..." 

 

"Baijia realm has six levels of heaven, and now you are so weak!" 

 

He shook his head. Behind him, a line of killing mans had crossed the border, and countless lines of light 

with killing intent were sprinkled together. There seemed to be a sound in that world, but ye Chen 

couldn't hear it for half a minute 

 

Around the mysterious man, countless peerless masters were torn to pieces by him, and the golden 

blood fell into the void. Unexpectedly, the sky was shining brightly. What kind of great creature was it 

that blood could arouse a world of vitality? 



 

Unfortunately, Rao is such a strong group of creatures, all of which were pinched by the mysterious man 

with one hand, erasing all the breath. 

 

Somehow, the man who had left a hand suddenly began to kill. The demon gods of the heavens broke 

into several pieces, and the blood flew, and the bones almost filled the whole world. 

 

"He doesn't want people to see you!" 

 

Little Kirin said with palpitation. 

 

At this time, the picture in front of me was like a broken mirror, with countless mottled cracks. 

 

"The confrontation is too fierce. The residual strength of the mysterious man can't maintain this 

channel. He can't get through!" 

 

Click! 

 

At the same time, the reincarnation diagram of martial arts in Ye Chen's Dantian changed and 

regenerated. From his abdomen, a few golden entangled chains came out of his body, swaying up 

towards the sky, and they wanted to stabilize the broken space! 

 

"Not good!" 

 

The mysterious man looked back and saw this scene. Even if it was pointed out, the fairy light was 

swirling and gushing. He wanted to cut off this space to avoid Ye Chen being robbed. 

 

Ye Chen shouted loudly, "are you coming?" 

 

"You're here to tell me something! Or, let me understand something!" 

 



He tried to raise his head, despite the two lines of blood and tears surging in his eyes, he still couldn't 

see the man's face clearly in his misty blood colored pupils. 

 

"I won't die!" 

 

"But I can't go over... And I can't save Wu Zu and others." 

 

The man's back is a little lonely. With his strength alone, although he can connect the ancient and 

modern future, showing a line, but if he wants to take that step, he can't do it! 

 

"Unfortunately, you are not that you!" 

 

"Otherwise, maybe we can try to cross the border today... To establish a real reincarnation paradise." 

 

Click! 

 

The shattered picture splashed, like sharp blades inserted into the heart of the mysterious man, but the 

exit was silent, as if it had been shielded. 

 

"Sure enough, I still can't..." 

 

"Now may not be the right time!" 

 

In front of the world that was about to collapse, ye Chen and the mysterious man were separated by a 

palm. So close, his body was cracking and disappearing 

 

With his cultivation, he couldn't bear that kind of pressure. It was only half a minute that escaped across 

time and space. 

 

"Is it the reincarnation of martial arts?" 



 

Ye Chen couldn't see clearly, nor could he hear anything else. All this was in his mind. 

 

"No, no..." he turned his head and looked at the several entangled chains entangled in the heavens, and 

instantly thought of something: 

 

"Is it the desperate situation of death? It's the bronze God coffin!" 

 

"Did it bring you here?" 

 

He missed a mysterious coffin that had been suppressed by him on the top of the mountain in the 

desperate situation of death. It was it that almost drained all the power of Ye Chen's Guardian golden 

seal, and also made the great demon in the desperate situation of death have the delusion of breaking 

through the situation and escaping. 

 

That's it! 

 

"You need this God coffin?" 

 

In the reincarnation of martial arts, a dark bronze God coffin was silent on the mountain top of the dead 

end, amid the breath of clouds. 

 

"Sure enough, the time is wrong..." 

 

"You can't control it, so you have no means to help me." 

 

He stretched out his fingers and was about to cut off this time space channel, but ye Chen shouted, 

"stop, I'll go!" 

 

"One step away, separated by the future, you can't do it now... After all, you will be annihilated by time 

and no longer exist." 



 

The mysterious man sighed, and even he couldn't cross the border. How can ye Chen do it? 

 

Even if it is feasible, it will only lead to the collapse of the order of all walks of life and the collapse of this 

sector. 


